1. Which Fire and Rescue Service in England are
you completing this survey on behalf of?
Please select only one service per questionnaire. If responding to the Minister's request for
procurement information on behalf of more than one service, you need to complete one survey
each to enable the publication of single-service information tables on Police.uk.

1. What is the name of the Fire & Rescue Service on
behalf of which you are completing this survey? *
Avon
Bedfordshire and Luton
Buckinghamshire
Cambridgeshire and Peterborough
Cheshire
Cleveland
Cornwall
County Durham and Darlington
Cumbria
Derbyshire
Devon & Somerset
Dorset and Wiltshire
East Sussex
Essex
Gloucestershire
Greater Manchester
Hampshire



Herefordshire and Worcestershire
Hertfordshire
Humberside
Isle of White
Isles of Scilly
Kent & Medway Towns
Lancashire
Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland

Lincolnshire
London Fire Brigade
Merseyside
Norfolk
Northamptonshire
Northumberland
North Yorkshire
Nottinghamshire and City of Nottingham
Oxfordshire
Royal Berkshire
Shropshire
South Yorkshire
Stoke-on-Trent and Staffordshire
Suffolk
Surrey
Tyne and Wear
Warwickshire
West Midlands
West Sussex
West Yorkshire

2. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Fire Fighting
Helmet (without torch), using the descriptors
provided below as reference standards to inform
your answer:
Standard descriptors: BS EN 443:2008 Helmets for fire fighting in buildings and other structures
BS EN 14458:2004 Personal eye-equipment. Faceshields and visors for use with firefighters and
high performance industrial safety helmets used by firefighters, ambulance and emergency
services. Please use the comments box to detail different specifications. If leased/managed
service, please provide information on replacement of the item.

2. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *

167.05
Unit price? (£)
*
12
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
11/06/2016
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
HWFRS are part of the national ICP project and as such the cost above is the replacement cost
of the item only. It should be noted this is a fixed price for the term of the contract (7.5 years).
HWFRS has had a contract with Bristol Uniforms (for the last six years) which provides a fully
managed service. HWFRS has a 15 year (2 x 7.5yr parts) lease arrangement with Bristol
Uniforms that costs £500.84 per Firefighter per annum for a full issue of all firefighting Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE). If all procured individually would cost £980, (1x tunic, 1x over
trousers, 1x helmet, 2x hood, 2x pairs of gloves, 1x leather boots, 1x rubber boots)
This annual cost (£500 per person) includes full maintenance, supply, collection, delivery, stock
management, cleaning and repair as well as the availability and resilience of additional stock.
The contract is for 15 years and divided into two parts with the current full set of PPE in use for
7.5 years which represents an overall cost of £3,756. After deducting the equivalent replacement
costs of all the items supplied it can be seen that for a 7.5 year term the fully managed system
and services received cost £2776 or £370 per annum per person. At the 7.5 year point the PPE
receives a technical refresh and completely new set of PPE is issued for the second term of the
contract under similar arrangements.

3. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




4. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

3. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Fire Hood, using
the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: BS EN 13911: 2004 + annex A & B, Protective clothing for firefighters.
Requirements and test methods for fire hoods for firefighters: BS EN 367:1992 Protective
clothing. Protection against heat and fire. Method for determining heat transmission on exposure
to flame. BS EN ISO 13688:2013 Protective clothing. General requirements. Please use the
comments box to detail different specifications. If leased/managed service, please provide
information on replacement of the item.

5. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
16.56
Unit price? (£)
*
24
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
11/06/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
HWFRS are part of the national ICP project and as such the cost above is the replacement cost
of the item only. It should be noted this is a fixed price for the term of the contract (7.5 years).
HWFRS has had a contract with Bristol Uniforms (for the last six years) which provides a fully
managed service. HWFRS has a 15 year (2 x 7.5yr parts) lease arrangement with Bristol
Uniforms that costs £500.84 per Firefighter per annum for a full issue of all firefighting Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE). If all procured individually would cost £980, (1x tunic, 1x over
trousers, 1x helmet, 2x hood, 2x pairs of gloves, 1x leather boots, 1x rubber boots)

This annual cost (£500 per person) includes full maintenance, supply, collection, delivery, stock
management, cleaning and repair as well as the availability and resilience of additional stock.
The contract is for 15 years and divided into two parts with the current full set of PPE in use for
7.5 years which represents an overall cost of £3,756. After deducting the equivalent replacement
costs of all the items supplied it can be seen that for a 7.5 year term the fully managed system
and services received cost £2776 or £370 per annum per person. At the 7.5 year point the PPE
receives a technical refresh and completely new set of PPE is issued for the second term of the
contract under similar arrangements.

6. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




7. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

4. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Fire Fighting
Tunic and Trousers (structural protective personal
equipment), using the descriptors provided below
as reference standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: BS EN 469:2005 Protective clothing for firefighters. Performance
requirements for protective clothing for firefighting. Please use the comments box to detail
different specifications. If leased/managed service, please provide information on replacement of
the item.

8. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
Tunic – 278.84/Trousers – 212.64
Unit price? (£)
*
12
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
11/06/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
HWFRS are part of the national ICP project and as such the cost above is the replacement cost
of the item only. It should be noted this is a fixed price for the term of the contract (7.5 years).
HWFRS has had a contract with Bristol Uniforms (for the last six years) which provides a fully
managed service. HWFRS has a 15 year (2 x 7.5yr parts) lease arrangement with Bristol
Uniforms that costs £500.84 per Firefighter per annum for a full issue of all firefighting Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE). If all procured individually would cost £980, (1x tunic, 1x over
trousers, 1x helmet, 2x hood, 2x pairs of gloves, 1x leather boots, 1x rubber boots)
This annual cost (£500 per person) includes full maintenance, supply, collection, delivery, stock
management, cleaning and repair as well as the availability and resilience of additional stock.
The contract is for 15 years and divided into two parts with the current full set of PPE in use for
7.5 years which represents an overall cost of £3,756. After deducting the equivalent replacement
costs of all the items supplied it can be seen that for a 7.5 year term the fully managed system
and services received cost £2776 or £370 per annum per person. At the 7.5 year point the PPE
receives a technical refresh and completely new set of PPE is issued for the second term of the
contract under similar arrangements

9. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?




No

10. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for
publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

5. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Fire Fighting
Boots (leather), using the descriptors provided
below as reference standards to inform your
answer:
Standard descriptors: BS EN 15090:2012 Footwear for Firefighters (Type 2). EN ISO
20345:2011 Personal protective equipment. Safety footwear. Please use the comments box to
detail different specifications. If leased/managed service, please provide information on
replacement of the item.

11. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
148.65
Unit price? (£)
*
12
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
11/06/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:

HWFRS are part of the national ICP project and as such the cost above is the replacement cost
of the item only. It should be noted this is a fixed price for the term of the contract (7.5 years).
HWFRS has had a contract with Bristol Uniforms (for the last six years) which provides a fully
managed service. HWFRS has a 15 year (2 x 7.5yr parts) lease arrangement with Bristol
Uniforms that costs £500.84 per Firefighter per annum for a full issue of all firefighting Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE). If all procured individually would cost £980, (1x tunic, 1x over
trousers, 1x helmet, 2x hood, 2x pairs of gloves, 1x leather boots, 1x rubber boots)
This annual cost (£500 per person) includes full maintenance, supply, collection, delivery, stock
management, cleaning and repair as well as the availability and resilience of additional stock.
The contract is for 15 years and divided into two parts with the current full set of PPE in use for
7.5 years which represents an overall cost of £3,756. After deducting the equivalent replacement
costs of all the items supplied it can be seen that for a 7.5 year term the fully managed system
and services received cost £2776 or £370 per annum per person. At the 7.5 year point the PPE
receives a technical refresh and completely new set of PPE is issued for the second term of the
contract under similar arrangement

12. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No



13. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for
publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

6. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Fire Fighting
Gloves, using the descriptors provided below as
reference standards to inform your answer:

Standard descriptors: BS EN 388:2003 Protective gloves against mechanical risks. BS EN
407:2004 Protective gloves against thermal risks (heat and/or fire). BS EN 420:2003+A1:2009
Protective gloves. General requirements and test methods. BS EN 659:2003+A1:2008 Protective
gloves for firefighters. Please use the comments box to detail different specifications. If
leased/managed service, please provide information on replacement of the item.

14. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
46.42
Unit price? (£)
*
24
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
11/06/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
HWFRS are part of the national ICP project and as such the cost above is the replacement cost
of the item only. It should be noted this is a fixed price for the term of the contract (7.5 years).
HWFRS has had a contract with Bristol Uniforms (for the last six years) which provides a fully
managed service. HWFRS has a 15 year (2 x 7.5yr parts) lease arrangement with Bristol
Uniforms that costs £500.84 per Firefighter per annum for a full issue of all firefighting Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE). If all procured individually would cost £980, (1x tunic, 1x over
trousers, 1x helmet, 2x hood, 2x pairs of gloves, 1x leather boots, 1x rubber boots)
This annual cost (£500 per person) includes full maintenance, supply, collection, delivery, stock
management, cleaning and repair as well as the availability and resilience of additional stock.
The contract is for 15 years and divided into two parts with the current full set of PPE in use for
7.5 years which represents an overall cost of £3,756. After deducting the equivalent replacement
costs of all the items supplied it can be seen that for a 7.5 year term the fully managed system
and services received cost £2776 or £370 per annum per person. At the 7.5 year point the PPE
receives a technical refresh and completely new set of PPE is issued for the second term of the
contract under similar arrangements

15. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework



No

Yes
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No



16. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for
publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

7. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Fleece (or
Jumper, if Fleece not purchased by the service),
using the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: BS 5426:1993 Specification for workwear and career wear BS 17712:1990 Fabrics for uniforms and workwear. Specification for fabrics from cellulosic fibres,
synthetic fibres and blends. Please indicate whether the information given relates to the
purchase of Fleece and costs include the service's logo/badge in the comments box.

17. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
38.09
Unit price? (£)
*
1
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
05/05/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Supplier's name? (not for publication)

Bristol Uniforms

*

Additional information:
As part of the national PPE contract (referred to above) the workwear was an additional part of
the nationally led contract through Firebuy (now managed by Crown Commercial Service, CCS)
termed the Integrated Clothing Project (ICP). This offered to provide a full set of workwear
including the item listed above.
The costs for this were determined and available through the nationally led contract. The
workwear is purchased and owned (not leased), but is still part of managed system for stock
requests and allocation (not laundering etc), whereby stock is not held in HWFRS but managed
remotely through a Bristol Uniforms supplied IT solution. The clothing can be sent direct to the
user thereby removing the need for HWFRS handling of these items.

18. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




19. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for
publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

8. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Trousers, using
the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:

Standard descriptors: BS 5426:1993 Specification for workwear and career wear BS 17712:1990 Fabrics for uniforms and workwear. Specification for fabrics from cellulosic fibres,
synthetic fibres and blends. Please indicate whether the cost information given includes the
service's logo/badge in the comments box.

20. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
11.42
Unit price? (£)
*
2
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
05/05/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
As part of the national PPE contract (referred to above) the workwear was an additional part of
the nationally led contract through Firebuy (now managed by Crown Commercial Service, CCS)
termed the Integrated Clothing Project (ICP). This offered to provide a full set of workwear
including the item listed above.
The costs for this were determined and available through the nationally led contract. The
workwear is purchased and owned (not leased), but is still part of managed system for stock
requests and allocation (not laundering etc), whereby stock is not held in HWFRS but managed
remotely through a Bristol Uniforms supplied IT solution. The clothing can be sent direct to the
user thereby removing the need for HWFRS handling of these items.

21. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?




No

22. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for
publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

9. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of White Shirt, using
the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: BS 5426:1993 Specification for workwear and career wear BS 17712:1990 Fabrics for uniforms and workwear. Specification for fabrics from cellulosic fibres,
synthetic fibres and blends. Please indicate whether the cost information given includes the
service's logo/badge in the comments box.

23. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
15.92 inc badge
Unit price? (£)
*
1
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
01/04/2016
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:

As part of the national PPE contract (referred to above) the workwear was an additional part of
the nationally led contract through Firebuy (now managed by Crown Commercial Service, CCS)
termed the Integrated Clothing Project (ICP). This offered to provide a full set of workwear
including the item listed above.
The costs for this were determined and available through the nationally led contract. The
workwear is purchased and owned (not leased), but is still part of managed system for stock
requests and allocation (not laundering etc), whereby stock is not held in HWFRS but managed
remotely through a Bristol Uniforms supplied IT solution. The clothing can be sent direct to the
user thereby removing the need for HWFRS handling of these items.
Within the white shirt (short sleeve) open neck Bristol uniforms workwear there is no additional
cost for the logo/badge and to remove it would not make any difference to the cost of the
garment from this supplier.
HWFRS also procures white shirts from WM Sugdens for officers day wear (closed neck to wear
with a tie) which are not the same as the workwear shirts listed above. WM Sugdens short sleeve
white shirts cost £7.50, plus optional embroidery of logo on chest of £4.74. This item is pending
procurement review.

24. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




25. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)
reference? (not for publication)

10. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Tee Shirt, using

the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: BS 5426:1993 Specification for workwear and career wear BS 17712:1990 Fabrics for uniforms and workwear. Specification for fabrics from cellulosic fibres,
synthetic fibres and blends. Please indicate whether the cost information given includes the
service's logo/badge in the comments box.

26. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
14.79
Unit price? (£)
*
4
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
05/05/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
As part of the national PPE contract (referred to above) the workwear was an additional part of
the nationally led contract through Firebuy (now managed by Crown Commercial Service, CCS)
termed the Integrated Clothing Project (ICP). This offered to provide a full set of workwear
including the item listed above.
The costs for this were determined and available through the nationally led contract. The
workwear is purchased and owned (not leased), but is still part of managed system for stock
requests and allocation (not laundering etc), whereby stock is not held in HWFRS but managed
remotely through a Bristol Uniforms supplied IT solution. The clothing can be sent direct to the
user thereby removing the need for HWFRS handling of these items.
Additional procurement of white T shirts for officers/managers has also been procured at lower
costs:
White technical T Shirts - £5.50 Each
White Cotton T Shirts - £3.95 Each

27. Was the purchase: *

Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




28. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for
publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

11. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Waterproof
Jacket, using the descriptors provided below as
reference standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: BS 5426:1993 Specification for workwear and career wear BS 17712:1990 Fabrics for uniforms and workwear. Specification for fabrics from cellulosic fibres,
synthetic fibres and blends. Please indicate whether the cost information given includes the
service's logo/badge in the comments box.

29. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
30.29
Unit price? (£)
*
1

Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
05/05/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*

Bristol Uniforms
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
As part of the national PPE contract (referred to above) the workwear was an additional part of
the nationally led contract through Firebuy (now managed by Crown Commercial Service, CCS)
termed the Integrated Clothing Project (ICP). This offered to provide a full set of workwear
including the item listed above.

The costs for this were determined and available through the nationally led contract. The
workwear is purchased and owned (not leased), but is still part of managed system for stock
requests and allocation (not laundering etc), whereby stock is not held in HWFRS but managed
remotely through a Bristol Uniforms supplied IT solution. The clothing can be sent direct to the
user thereby removing the need for HWFRS handling of these items.

30. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No



31. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Formerly Firebuy now Crown Commercial Service (CCS)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for
publication)

Central PPE and Clothing Contract (CPCC)

12. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Defibrillator
(AED), using the descriptors provided below as
reference standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: Semi-automatic Automated External Defibrillator including battery and
pads. BS EN 60601-1-6:2010+A1:2015 Medical electrical equipment. Please use the comments
box to detail different specifications.

32. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
850.00
Unit price? (£)
*
2
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
23/09/13
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Cardiac Science
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
The price above includes servicing of the item by the manufacturer.
Previous procurements of AEDs has been through NHS frameworks and with some volunteer
sector funding, however this has proved overly onerous and the requirement was better served
by direct procurement of these devices.

33. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




34. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

13. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Breathing
Apparatus Set, using the descriptors provided
below as reference standards to inform your
answer:
Standard descriptors: Self Contained Open Circuit Compressed Air Breathing Apparatus with full
face mask. Please do not include service/maintenance costs. BS EN 137:2006, Respiratory
protective devices: Self Contained Open Circuit Compressed Air Breathing Apparatus with full
face mask. BS EN 136:1998, Full Face masks for respiratory protective devices. BS 10999:2010,
Specification for distress signal units for the fire and rescue service. BS 8486:2006 Part 1,
Respiratory Protection devices for use against CBRN agents. BS EN 600079-11, Explosive
Atmospheres part II Equipment Protection by intrinsic safety "I". Please use the comments box to
detail variations e.g. if service/maintenance costs are included.

35. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *

Unit price? (£)

£655.55 (full set excluding torch and
personal line)
*
241

Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
November 2009
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Supplier's name? (not for publication)

Draeger Safety Ltd

*

Additional information:
This purchase was made through nationally led procurement project (FireBuy) and a framework
supplied and managed by FireBuy. This BA set has full telemetry and has a communications
option which was also procured for every fire engine. These BA sets were procured with several
other neighbouring FRSs giving additional resilience and compatibility. The BA sets were
managed, delivered and Firefighters were trained as part of a collaborative process with these
other FRSs (Warks, West Midlands & Staffs FRS).
Fully managed service descriptor -10 year fully managed service (agreed at outset of contract)
that covers the repair and maintenance of BA sets. Includes callouts (attendance within 60
hours) and fair wear and tear replacement programme. Contract expiry November 2019.
Quantities below are approximate as many items were purchased as component parts (i.e. a BA
set is made up of 5 or 6 itemised pieces)
244 x PSS 7000 BA Sets
797 x Cylinders
56 x Merlin BA Boards
4 Merlin simulators
20 x Repeaters
34 pool stock
118 personal issue masks
52 Ease
2 leaky feeders

36. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?




No

37. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

Firebuy

What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

Firebuy NFPP/SCBA/003/004

14. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Breathing
Apparatus Cylinder, using the descriptors provided
below as reference standards to inform your
answer:
Standard descriptors: 9 litre BA Cylinder. United Kingdom Health and Safety Executive
specification HSE-AL-FW2. BS EN 144:1991, Respiratory protective devices - gas cylinder
valves. (BS EN 144:1 2000, BS EN 144:2 1999) BS EN 1089-3:2011, Transportable gas
cylinders. Gas cylinder identification (excluding LPG). Colour coding. BS EN 12245: 2009,
Transportable gas cylinders. Fully wrapped composite cylinders. (BS EN 1089-3:2011) BS EN
12021:1999, Respiratory Protective Devices. Compressed Air for Breathing Apparatus. Please
indicate variations in the comments box e.g. if cylinder capacity is not 9 litre.

38. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
£185
Unit price? (£)
*
797
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
November 2009
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Draeger Safety Ltd
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
This purchase was made through nationally led procurement project (FireBuy) and a framework
supplied and managed by FireBuy. This BA set has full telemetry and has a communications
option which is on every fire engine (price for BA set with additional communications facility, but
excluding torch and personal line is £1500). These BA sets were procured with several other
neighbouring FRSs giving additional resilience and compatibility. The BA sets were managed,
delivered and Firefighters were trained as part of a collaborative process with these other FRSs
(Warks, West Midlands & Staffs FRS).
Fully managed service descriptor -10 year fully managed service (agreed at outset of contract)
that covers the repair and maintenance of BA sets. Includes callouts (attendance within 60
hours) and fair wear and tear replacement programme. Contract expiry November 2019

39. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




40. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

Firebuy

Firebuy NFPP/SCBA/003/004

15. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Smoke Alarm,
using the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: Standard 10-year Audible Battery Operated Smoke Alarm. BS EN
14604:2005 Smoke alarm devices. Please use the comments box to detail different
specifications.

41. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
6.30
Unit price? (£)
*
1020
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
12/5/16
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Sprue Safety Products
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
HWFRS have utilised a consortium framework previously, but have moved away from this now. It
is considered that the price currently paid, service received and quality of the item competes with
the previous consortium framework. As we are no longer tied to any contract or framework this
item is due for procurement review in the near future.

42. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




43. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

16. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Class A Foam
Concentrate, using the descriptors provided below
as reference standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: BS EN1568-1:2008 Fire extinguishing media. Please provide the price per
litre and use the comments box to detail different specifications.

44. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
£2.70
Price per litre? (£)
*
3 x 20 litre drums (600 drums)
Volume bought in this single purchase?
*
04/02/2016
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Tennants Distribution Ltd
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
This procurement was for Compressed Air Foam System (CAFS) Class A foam.

45. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




46. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

17. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Portable Ladder,
using the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: 13.5-m Ladder. BS EN 1147:2010 Portable ladders for fire service use.
Please use the comments box to detail different specifications.

47. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
£3549
Unit price? (£)
*
5
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
25/04/2016
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Supply Plus
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
135 ladder.

48. Was the purchase: *

Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




49. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

18. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Handheld
Thermal Imaging Camera, using the descriptors
provided below as reference standards to inform
your answer:
Standard descriptors: Handheld Thermal Imaging Camera complete with battery and charger.
NFPA180:2013 Standard on Thermal Imagers for Fire Services. BS EN 600079-11, Explosive
Atmospheres part II Equipment Protection by intrinsic safety "I". Please use the comments box to
detail different specifications.

50. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
3250
Unit price? (£)
*
5
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
October 2015
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Supplier's name? (not for publication)

Scott Health and Safety Ltd

*

Additional information:
Model: Scott Eagle Attack
The Thermal imaging Camera (TIC) contract was awarded through a consortium i.e. via the
Framework Agreement managed by Firebuy (This has now been handed over to The Consortium
Purchasing & Distribution Ltd. – Fire and Rescue).

51. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




52. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

Firebuy

N/K

19. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Lay Flat Hose,
using the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: Lay Flat Hose (Type 3) - 70mm x 23m - complete with couplings. BS
6391:2009 Specification for non-percolating layflat delivery hoses and hose assemblies for

firefighting purposes. Please indicate if the service uses a different diameter hose in the
comments box.

53. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
£122.43
Unit price? (£)
*
250
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
May 2016
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
CMT Flexibles and Delta Fire
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:

54. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




55. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:

What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

20. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Officer/Provided
Vehicles, using the descriptors provided below as
reference standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: For example, vehicles issued to Flexi Duty Officers. Please state the make
and model of the provided vehicle purchase in the comments box.

56. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
23,957.72
Unit price? (£)
*
8
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
18/12/2015
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Jaguar Land Rover
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
Since 2009 HWFRS has utilised a Land Rover product for officer vehicles, and for some selected
operational vehicles. The Land Rover officer vehicles have a high residual value, hence offsetting
their initial purchase cost. The financing model used gives an annual cost to the tax-payer which
is comparative to that of a normal average road car previously purchased (pre 2010).
Following severe and prolonged flooding events in 2007 and following the Pitt review, HWFRS
reviewed a number of areas of response, which included the provision of officer vehicles against
risks and terrain they may be expected to be used in. The procurement of officer’s cars has been
recently reviewed and details are published on the Service website.
Being a predominately rural FRS with not only a regular flooding risk but terrain that can be hard

to access in normal weather, the Service provides a 4WD capability to every officer to ensure
operational effectiveness and mobility in winter weather (flooding, snow and frost). Since 2007
this has proved invaluable in even relatively light winter conditions where snow and ice pose
significant challenges and risk to responding officers. With the predominance of minor class
roads that have low levels of winter maintenance, alongside remote rural properties on unmade
roadways the Land Rover product has proven to be a robust and resilient support in delivering
operational effectiveness. The Land rover products used offer resilience in adverse weather
throughout the year which avoids vehicles losing traction and leaving the roadway, as well as a
high degree of safety for travelling on rural roadways, where a car or similar vehicle would not.
The Service also receives preferential rates to use Land Rover facilities in the Service area and
deliver wide ranging off road and severe weather training programme at very low cost as a result
of using Land Rover products.

57. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




58. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

HWFRS

Crown Commercial Service RM1070

21. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Medium Rescue
Pumping Appliance, using the descriptors provided
below as reference standards to inform your
answer:
Standard descriptors: Fully equipped Medium Rescue Pumping Appliance (7.5t to 15t). Please
do not include costs of portable equipment stowed. BE EN 1846-1:2011, BS EN 1846-2:2009 +
A1 2013, BS EN 1846-3:2013. Please indicate tonnage in the comments box.

59. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
235,335
Unit price? (£)
*
5
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
18/02/2016
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Emergency One
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
Scania Rescue pump built by E1, with an expected operational life of 15 years. HWFRS have
mainly used Scania chassis since 2005 and in the last 11 years have received high levels
customer support, low levels of breakdowns and repairs and it may be expected that the vehicles
could exceed their 15 year lifespan. This matter is pending a procurement review (2017), where
this will be reassessed and compared to other market providers.
The vehicle is a Scania 18t, 280 horse power, 4X2 Safety crew cab, CP28 with a wheel base of
4300mm able to transport 6 FF to an incident. To further increase the vehicle capability in poor
winter weather conditions, the vehicle is fitted with a snow chain system operated electronically
from the driver’s cab. The vehicle comes with a 2010 Godiva fire pump controlled by an
electronic pump controller from the pump bay. The pump serves both high and low pressure
hoses. Foam if required can be inducted in the hoses. The electronic pump controller has been
developed and is both simple and intuitive, and provides faster firefighting capability whilst
minimising the potential for errors by embedding pre-arranged operating pressures in the system.
The vehicle also has an incident data logger to assist with accident investigation; via its CAN bus
wiring system other vehicle and pumping systems are monitored, linked to its tracking ability
modifications to the vehicles system can be made via the internet, reducing the time vehicles are
off the run due to software problems. Ladder gantries are fitted to carry an assortment of
ladders, 13.5 metre, 9 metre and roof ladders. The vehicle comes with local scene lights plus the
ability to provide whole area lighting solutions via an extendable 360 light mast. The body work is
of co-Polymer construction, better able to cope with small vehicle accidents, i.e. easier to repair
in our in house workshop.

60. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework



No

Yes
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No



61. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

HWFRS

What is the name of the
Derbyshire FRS, Fleet Options National Procurement
framework or contract
Framework for Pumping, Aerial and Special Appliances21st
reference? (not for publication) June 2014 to 20th June 2018

22. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of Tyre used for
Medium Rescue Pumping Appliances, using the
descriptors provided below as reference standards
to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: Please provide unit price per tyre most commonly used by the service for
MRP appliances. Please indicate the manufacturer, model and size of tyres used in the
comments box.

62. Referring to the most recent purchase of this item,
please provide: *
381.04
Unit price? (£)
*
1
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
10/01/2016
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
ATS Euromaster
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
Michelin 315/70-22.5 MICH MWY 3D XZ VG

Crown Commercial Service (CCS)
Supply and Fit of Tyres Contract ID: RM955 Start Date: 10/08/2012 End Date: 09/08/2016
Description, This framework agreement has been extended by 2 months to provide continuity of
service during the development of a new agreement - the new expiry date is 9 October 2016.
The framework agreement is for the supply and fit of a range of tyres and associated services to
UK public sector bodies including central government departments and their arm’s length bodies,
non departmental public bodies, NHS bodies and local authorities. A choice of lots is available:
Lot 1: Supply and fit of tyres for Police Forces in the UK (including cars, 4x4s, vans, trucks,
heavy vehicles and motorcycles)
Lot 2: Supply and fit of tyres to the wider UK public sector (for cars, 4x4s and vans)
Lot 3: Supply and fit of tyres to the wider UK public sector (for trucks, heavy vehicles and buses
including retreaded tyres)
Lot 4: Supply and fit of tyres to the wider UK public sector (for motorcycles)
Lot 5: Supply and fit of tyres to the wider UK public sector (for agrarian vehicles)
HWFRS also use when ATS are unable to supply or to deliver a service within our time
constraints, other local suppliers to HWFRS, This tends to be on our smaller vehicles.

63. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




64. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)

HWFRS

What is the name of the

RM955 through CCS

framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

23. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of car hire services,
using the descriptors provided below as reference
standards to inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: Standard size vehicle type Vauxhall Corsa, Renault Clio. Hire costs should
include delivery/collection charges. If your service has no record of purchasing these services,
please answer 'N/A' in the required boxes and use the comments box for details.

65. Referring to the service's most recent purchase of this
service, please provide: *
N/A
Daily rate? (inc. collection and delivery charges)
*
Total number of days' hire in this single purchase (using
comments box to detail whether more than one vehicle
hire was included)?
*
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
Not used currently, but may form part of revised strategy in the near future.

66. Was this hire: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?

No

Yes

No

A collaborative (joint /
shared) hire?

67. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

24. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of a laptop PC,
using the standard descriptors provided below to
inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: Standard Spec Laptop PC (inc. 3-year NBD warranty). Please use the
comments box to detail specifications, and warranty if not 3-yr NBD.

68. Referring to the service's most recent purchase of this
item, please provide: *
£349
Unit price? (£)
*
21
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
02/03/2012
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Insight
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
HP Probook 6550B, i5-520M processor, 250GB HDD, 4GB RAM, 15.6in display. 3 year warranty

69. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




70. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

25. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of a PC monitor,
using the standard descriptors provided below to
inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: 19" PC monitor inc. cables and 3-year NBD warranty. Please use the
comments box to detail different specifications in standards used by the service, including width,
additional cost of cables if bought separately, and warranty if not 3-yr NBD.

71. Referring to the service's most recent purchase of this
item, please provide: *
130.47
Unit price? (£)
*
Quantity bought in this single purchase? 8

*
16/02/2015
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Insight
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
HWFRS has does not purchase 19” monitors, those purchased have been Iiyama B2480HS 24”
1920x1080p Analogue, DVI, HDMI ports. Analogue and DVI leads supplied with monitor. 3 year
warranty.

72. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




73. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead
contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

26. Please give the following information about the
service's most recent purchase of a desktop PC,

using the standard descriptors provided below to
inform your answer:
Standard descriptors: Standard Spec Desktop PC (inc. 3-year NBD warranty). Please use the
comments box to detail specifications, and warranty if not 3-yr NBD.

74. Referring to the service's most recent purchase of this
item, please provide: *
285.00
Unit price? (£)
*
20
Quantity bought in this single purchase?
*
12/10/2015
Date of purchase? (dd/mm/yyyy)
*
Insight
Supplier's name? (not for publication)
*

Additional information:
HP 280G1 microtower, i5-4590s processor, 500GB SATA HDD, 4GB RAM, 1 Year NBD
warranty

75. Was the purchase: *
Yes
Made under a
collaborative framework
or contract?
A collaborative (joint)
purchase?

No




76. If you have answered 'Yes' at least once to the previous
question, please detail:
What is the name of the lead

contracting authority? (not for
publication)
What is the name of the
framework or contract
reference? (not for publication)

27. About the respondent
Background information and contact details for office use - not for publication.

77. Please add background and contact details to your
responses: *
What is
your first
name?

Jonathon
*

Pryce
What is
your
surname? *
Which
authority HWFRS
do you
primarily *
work in?
What is
your role?

Area Commander Operational Support
*

jpryce@hwfire.org.uk
What is
your work
e-mail?
*
07973 314728
What is
your work
number? *

